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This work focuses on the effect of internal electromagnetic stirring (IEMS) on grain size and
macrosegregation in direct-chill (DC) casting of an AA2219 billet with a diameter of
880 mm. The IEMS process has been applied to provide forced convection within the
solidifying melt to achieve an efficient reduction of mean grain size and alleviate the
formation of macrosegregation. Two casting electromagnetic parameters (the stirring
electric current and frequency) of the IEMS process were applied to assess the uniformity
of the microstructure and macrosegregation of the billet. The experimental results show
that finer and more uniform grains in the billet prepared by the IEMS process than those of
traditional DC casting have been observed. The IEMS process has a great influence on the
improvement of themacrosegregation, but the greater electromagnetic field would result in
worse macrosegregation in the center of the billet.
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INTRODUCTION

2219 Al alloy has the advantages of low density, high strength, excellent weldability, and high- and
low-temperature mechanical properties and has been widely applied in the aerospace, aviation, and
military fields (Jha et al., 2009; An et al., 2012). The large-scale AA2219 billets are usually used to
manufacture vital components such as the launch vehicle storage tank transition ring. However,
there are many inherent defects, such as Al2Cu coarse second phase particles and poor uniformity of
grains in the manufacturing process, which affect the mechanical properties and its uniformity (Mao
et al., 2020). Therefore, a fine and uniform microstructure across the large-scale billets is much
desired because it can reduce the porosity, subsequent processing difficulty, and improve the
mechanical properties of the large forged ring. In the DC casting, the solidification starts from the
periphery to the center of the billet due to the cooling system, resulting in a deep and sharp sump in
the billet. As the size of the billet increases, the sump becomes deeper and the temperature gradient
within the billet becomes larger, resulting in a coarser as-cast structure and more serious
macrosegregation. To refine the structure and alleviate macrosegregation, the addition of grain
refiners is used in DC casting. However, adding the grain refiners, typically TiB2 or TiC additions,
cannot eliminate the structural nonuniformity in the cross-section of the billet caused by the wide
variety of cooling rates in DC casting, and it is limited to solve the macrosegregation. The application
of external fields has attracted more attention, such as intensive melt shearing (Liu et al., 2019; Liu
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et al., 2021), ultrasonic field (Subroto et al., 2020; Tonry et al.,
2020; Zhang et al., 2021), electromagnetic field (Vives and
Ricou, 1985; Mapelli et al., 2010), and the combined
magnetic fields (Zhao et al., 2014; Zuo et al., 2015). For a
melt shearing method or an ultrasonic field, the grain
refinement is good but limited by the small action zone
during the large-size billet casting. Electromagnetic stirring
provides an attractive and contactless method to control the
melt flow inside the liquid sump, which means the grain size
and macrosegregation control can come true, although the
exact mechanism is not well understood.

A great number of studies have already been reported
concerning the impact of electromagnetic fields on grain size
and macrosegregation in DC casting. As the earliest industrial
application of the field, the electromagnetic casting (EMC)
process has achieved the grain refinement of AA2024 alloys
(Cao et al., 2002). And Vives (1989) proposed the CREM
(casting, refining, electromagnetic) process in which the melt
is stirred in a mold surrounded by a coil with a 50-Hz alternating
current. A low-frequency electromagnetic casting (LFEC) process
(Zhang et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2011; Zuo et al., 2014) has been
developed, and the frequency was further decreased to improve
the penetration ability. However, it was too difficult to cast the
large-scale billets due to their proximity effect and skin effect. As
the diameter increased to over 500 mm, electromagnetic stirring
is only the workpiece near the outer skin, and the stirring
intensity at the billet center is small, which makes the grain
refinement limited. Recently, the uniform direct chill (UDC)
process coupled with electromagnetic stirring and an in-mold
cooler together has been proposed and achieved a good grain
refining effect while producing Φ508 mm 7005 and 2219 alloy
billets (Luo et al., 2017; Luo et al., 2018; Qiu et al., 2018; Luo and
Zhang, 2019). And it is found that a combination of
electromagnetic stirring and intercooling reduces the grain size
significantly. Based on the UDC casting, the internal
electromagnetic stirring (IEMS) method has been proposed by
Qiu et al. (2019). In this method, the coils are placed in the in-
mold cooler, and Lorentz force arises from the in-mold cooler and
forces the melt to stir. The experimental results demonstrate that
the periphery and center microstructures of the 2219 aluminum
alloy billet with a diameter of 630 mm prepared by the IEMS
process are both fine and uniform, and the macrosegregation is
also significantly improved, compared with the traditional DC
billet. However, there are some defects in the system of the IEMS
process for casting larger billets in industrial manufacturing, and
the process still needs to be perfected.

Therefore, an improved IEMS process to produce a larger
aluminum alloy billet with a diameter of 880 mm is proposed in
the present work. Two casting electromagnetic parameters (the
stirring electric current and frequency) of IEMS were applied to
assess the uniformity of microstructure and macrosegregation of
the billet. The effect of IEMS on grain size and macrosegregation
in DC casting of an AA2219 billet with a diameter of 880 mmwas
systematically analyzed, and the mechanism for improving
macrosegregation was discussed to provide a basis and
reference in developing the IEMS process of large-sized
aluminum alloy billet.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Figure 1A shows a schematic diagram of a DC casting process
performed in the presence of the IEMS process which comprises a
mold of an internal diameter of 880 mm and a 340mm diameter in-
mold electromagnetic cooler, as shown in Figures 1A, B, a hot top of
internal diameter and height of 860 and 250mm, respectively. An
electromagnetic stirrer is embedded in the experimental in-mold
electromagnetic cooler and is composed of one round yoke and nine
copper induction coils. Each induction coil consists of 100-turn
copper wires, and the phase shift between adjacent coils is 120° to
provide the alternating magnetic field. The experimental in-mold
electromagnetic cooler is filled with a circulation cooling medium to
chill the coils, and the tube structures of the cooler are multiple-layer
structures: the inner steel barrel, the steel outer barrel, and the
thermal insulation layer. The thermal insulation materials are filled
in the two separate decks of steel plate barrels to reduce heat transfer
between the melt and the cooler. The 2219 aluminum alloy was
employed as the experimental material in the present work, whose
solidification thermal range is 543–643°C. AA2219 was prepared by
melting 99.7% commercially pure aluminum, commercially pure
Cu, Al-10Mn, Al-10Ti, Al-10V, and Al-4Zr master alloys in a
medium-frequency induction furnace at 755 ± 5°C. The chemical
composition of the AA2219 melt in the present work is given in
Table 1 and all the chemical compositions described are in weight
percent (wt.%). The melt was degassed twice for 15min each, and
then was poured into aDC castingmachine through a filter tank and
a long launder. And a grain refiner was added online to the melted
aluminum at a speed of 950mm/min in the form of two Al-5Ti-
B rods.

A round AA2219 billet up to 2800mm in length was cast in a DC
casting facility at Xinjiang Joinworld Company Limited. To obtain
the observed billet, the billet was produced at a casting speed of
26mm/min, second cooling water flow rate of 26m3/h, and a
temperature of 710 ± 5°C. To study the revolution in the
microstructure and the macrosegregation of the billet prepared in
the presence of the IEMS process, the billet was sequentially produced
under different conditions. After the steady-state was reached, a
sufficient length of the billet (over 500mm) was cast as a traditional
billet. And then the preheat in-mold electromagnetic cooler was
arranged gently inside themelt at the designated height and started to
workwith the intercoolingmedium flow rate of 20 L/min. During the
IEMS process, the current intensity was imposed at 22 A and the
current frequency was kept at 20 Hz under the conditions of other
casting parameters remaining unchanged. When 500mm in the
length of the billet was cast, the current intensity was increased to
42 A and then another 500mm of the billet was cast. To illustrate the
effect of the current frequency, the rest of the billet was cast under the
following conditions: the current intensity, 42 A; the current
frequency, 30Hz. The electromagnetic casting parameters of the
processes are given in Table 2. At the end of the cast, the in-mold
electromagnetic cooler was taken off and the cast entered its final
stage. The temperature curves were measured at the positions as
shown in Figure 1 by using thermocouples during the casting
process. The sump depths were measured at the end of the four
processes by using a drill rod. A steel rod was probed into the melt to
touch the solidification zone at different positions along the radius of
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the billet, and the sump depth at this location was obtained by
measuring the length of the immersion. The sump depth at the center
of the billet was simply calculated by measuring the length of the
immersion and the immersion location in a right triangle. The billet
was homogenized at 515°C for 12 h and 525°C for 26 h.

To compare and analyze the solidification characteristics of the
four processes and reveal the microstructure evolution, the billet was
sawed into slices at different lengths, corresponding to the steady-
state stage of the aforementioned four processes, which takes about
120mm in length to reach a steady state. The metallographic
specimens prepared under different processes were cut-off along
a diameter of the cross-sections. Speciments under the different
process conditions were featured by square shape (30 mm× 30mm)
at four radial positions: billet surface, 1/3 radius, 2/3 radius, and
center as shown in Figure 2. After being mechanically ground and
polished, the specimens were treated with anodic coatings at 30 V
direct current for 1min in 2.5 vol.%HBF4 in water solution. And the
color metallography was observed using an Axiovert 200 MAT
polarized light microscope (Zeiss). The grain size was analyzed using
the linear intercept method with over 350 intercepts to obtain the
soundness of this data. Meanwhile, to understand the effect
produced by the electromagnetic stirrer on the macrosegregation,
the chemical compositions at different positions along the radius of
cross-section slices were determined by a Foundry-Master Pro direct
reading spectrometer (Oxford Instruments, Oxford,
United Kingdom). The specimens of chemical compositions were
taken every 25 mm, starting from the surface of the billet. The three
points ofmeasurement were performed in the same position, and the
results were averaged. The absolute error for copper concentration
was ±0.1 wt.%

RESULTS

Microstructure of AA2219 Billet in Different
Internal Electromagnetic Stirring
Conditions
Figure 3 illustrates the microstructural evolution regarding
variant casting electromagnetic parameters of the IEMS

FIGURE 1 | (A) Schematic diagram of the DC casting process performed in the presence of IEMS process and temperature measurements; (B) the experimental
in-mold electromagnetic cooler in the DC casting.

TABLE 1 |Chemical composition of the experimental 2219 aluminum alloy (wt.%).

Cu Mn Ti Zr V Zn Si Fe Al

6.20 0.32 0.07 0.20 0.10 0.02 0.03 0.06 Bal.

TABLE 2 | The electromagnetic casting parameters of the four cases.

Case Current/A Frequency/Hz Casting length/mm

Traditional DC casting 0 0 600
The IEMS case 1 22 20 500
The IEMS case 2 42 20 500
The IEMS case 3 42 30 500

FIGURE 2 | Scheme of the slices and the sampling performed on a
section of a cast billet.
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process. In the traditional DC casting, the grains are rather coarse
than nonuniformly distributed at the surface and the central
portion of the billet. The grains at the edge have developed a
dendritic morphology. And some of the grains in the center of the
billet are larger with large dendritic arm spacing and thick
dendritic arm, while some are much smaller. The average
grain size of different casting conditions was quantified in
Figure 4 to reveal the uniformity of the grain structure on the
cross-section of the billet. In general, the average grain size
increases from the surface to the central portion of the billet.
As can be noted, the grain size is around 282 μm at the edge and
about 794 μm at the center of the traditional billet. The
application of the IEMS process shows much finer and more
uniform grains in the polarized light optical micrographs
compared to that of the traditional DC casting. The results

show that the microstructure is transformed from dendritic
grains to a fine equiaxed structure in the center of the billet
under the IEMS case 1. The structure comprises fine equiaxed
grains and is generally uniform across the cross-section of the
billet. The grain size in the central portion of the billet decreased
from 794 μm in the traditional billet to around 225 μm in the
billet of the IEMS case 2.

All three process parameters resulted in a significant
decrease in the grain size. For the applied current intensity
of 22 A, the grain structure in the central portion of the billet is
quite fine with an average grain size of 293 μm. With the
increase of the applied current intensity in the DC casting, the
morphology of the grains appears to transition to the finer
equiaxed grain region. By increasing the applied current
intensity to 42 A, the grain size at the same position has no

FIGURE 3 |Microstructure of an AA2219 billet with a diameter of 880 mm produced under different casting conditions: (A,B,C,D) traditional DC casting, (E,F,G,H)
IEMS case 1, (I,J,K,L) IEMS case 2, (M,N,O,P) IEMS case 3; (A,E,I,M) surface, (B,F,J,N) 1/3 radius, (C,G,K,O) 2/3 radius, and (D,H,L,P) center.
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significant differences detected in the structure, but it
encourages the formation of a more equiaxed structure and
is drastically finer with an average grain size of 225 μm. The
reduction of grain size at the edge due to the current intensity
in the IEMS process is not as significant as its reduction in the
center. By increasing the current frequency to 30 Hz, the
structure in the central portion of the billet remains
equiaxed morphology, and the grain size has decreased by
almost 6%. Among the three different IEMS processes, the
finest and most uniform grain structure was observed in the
billet obtained with a current intensity of 42 A and a frequency
of 20 Hz.

Macrosegregation Profiles of AA2219 Billet
in Different Internal Electromagnetic
Stirring Conditions
Experimentally measured concentrations of Cu alloy under all
conditions along the billet diameter are illustrated in Figure 5.
The relative deviation of Cu concentration from the average, ΔC,
is represented in the following equation (Eskin, 2008):

ΔC � Ci − C0

C0
× 100%,

whereCi is themean composition of the Cu alloy element at a specific
position, and C0 is the average alloy composition. There is obvious
inverse segregation near the billet surface for all four processes and
different distributions of Cu alloy elements in the central portion of
the billet. It is difficult for the IEMS process to dramatically change
the surface inverse segregation because the application of an internal
electromagnetic field has few significant contributions to the
formation of the shrinkage-induced flow. But the thin layer of
surface segregation is easier and necessary to be scalped before the
follow-up process, so it is not crucial in DC casting.

The macrosegregation is a key factor in determining the
metallurgical qualities of the billet. It determines not only the
homogeneity of the composition but also the mechanical
properties of the wrought products. Among the four processes,
the traditional DC casting leads to the most serious positive
segregation in the central portion of the billet. In the center of the
three billets prepared by the IEMS process, positive segregation
does not exist, and various degrees of negative segregation take
place. Therefore, the variation of center segregation by the IEMS
process is very significant for large-size billet, and it perhaps
provides an effective way where we can put the segregation under
control by adjusting the parameters of the IEMS. As shown in
Figure 5, due to the weaker forced convection in the sump, the
billet cast by applying the current intensity of 22 A has a decrease
in the negative segregation compared to the billet prepared by
applying the current intensity of 42 A. The change in current
frequency from 20 to 30 Hz does not affect the general
distribution of the Cu alloy element in the center of the billet.
The increasing current frequency of the IEMS at the same casting
condition tends to produce a slight segregation in the central
portion of the billet.

DISCUSSION

Coarse and nonuniform grains observed in the large-sized 2219
aluminum alloy billet are, in general, a common defect that
significantly affects the quality of the final product. The
microstructure shows that the grain size tends to coarsen from
the periphery to the center of the billet without the IEMS process.
The application of the IEMS resulted in significant grain
refinement of the large-sized AA2219 billet. The alternative
current in the in-mold cooler generates a time-varying
magnetic field in the melt, and an induced current emerges in

FIGURE 4 | Variation of the average grain size of the grains obtained
under different process conditions from the surface to the center of the billet.

FIGURE 5 | Relative deviation of Cu concentration from the average in
the radial direction of billet obtained under different process parameters.
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the melt in turn. The Lorentz Force in the melt, F, is represented
in the following equation:

F � J × B � − 1
2μ

∇B2 + 1
μ
(B · ∇)B,

where μ is the permeability of the melt, and the J and B are the
induced current density and magnetic induction intensity,
respectively. The second term on the right-hand side of the
above equation provides a rotational component in the melt,
leading to forced convection. Therefore, the higher the alternative
current, the larger the Lorentz force and the induced melt flow
outside the in-mold cooler. The skin effect of the magnetic field
and currents is solved by the IEMS effectively and elegantly. The
magnitude of the Lorentz Force decreases with increasing radial
distance from the surface of the experimental in-mold cooler, and
it is enough to drive the entire melt flow intensively.

Figure 6 demonstrates the temperature curves measured at
different positions (TC1, TC2, TC3, and TC4 shown in Figure 1)
in the melt during the four casting processes. It can be seen that
forced convection can improve the uniformity of the temperature
field in the melt. In the traditional DC casting process, the
temperature differences in the sump are larger than that in the
IEMS process. The observed temperatures at the mid-level of the
liquid zone in the vertical direction are extremely close to the
value at the bottom of the liquid zone. It can be inferred from
Figure 6 that the temperature gradient in the liquid zone is very
small, and the temperature gradient in the mushy region is very
large, leading to the coarse and dendritic grains in the center of
the billet. With the application of the IEMS process, the
temperature of the four thermocouples in the melt decreases
rapidly to about 648.8, 646.5, 648.1, and 646.2°C. The forced
convection drives the high-temperature melt to spread around
and enhances the radial heat transfer rate, resulting in improving
the uniformity of the temperature field. The lower temperature in
the melt remarkably reduces the remelting of nuclei, and the
depth of the liquid-solid transition region gets larger. Felmings

(1991) studied the break-up of secondary arms and the remelting
of the root of dendrite arms, and the nuclei increased. With the
help of forced convection, a great number of the effective nuclei in
the entire melt can survive, well dispersed and distributed
uniformly in the entire melt, and grew up in the direction
opposite the temperature gradient until hindered by another
nucleus, which makes contributions to the refinement of the
microstructure.

Figure 7 demonstrates the sump depths in the traditional DC
casting process and the IEMS process. The depth of the liquid
sump decreases from 392 to 312 mm and becomes flattered by
applying the IEMS process (22 A and 20 Hz), which means that
the average temperature gradient is also decreased in the
horizontal direction, fitted in well with the data of the
temperatures of TC2 and TC4. However, there are small
changes in the sump depth after increasing the current density
(42 A), but the melt temperature decreases and becomes more
uniform. The average temperatures of TC1 to TC4 are all around
643.6°C, which is close to the liquidus temperature. It is clear that
with increasing the current from 0 to 22 A, the structure
transforms from coarse equiaxed and dendritic grains to finer
and more uniform equiaxed grains. The intensive melt flow is
responsible for the production and dispersion of a larger number
of nuclei featured by a critical size. The significant increase of the
floating nucleus density in the entire melt leads to the grain size
gradually decreasing and developing into equiaxed grains in the
center of the billet. When increasing the current from 22 to 42 A,
the grains in the center of the billet become further fine and more
uniform, but the grain size decreases slowly. In addition, with the
increase of current frequency from 20 to 30 Hz, the effective
nuclei in the melt cannot significantly increase although the
microstructures become finer. The change in grain size is
relatively small because of the stronger intensive melt flow.

It has been demonstrated in this work that the forced convection
caused by the IEMS process could affect the macrosegregation. The

FIGURE 6 | Temperature–time curves as the casting condition changes.

FIGURE 7 | Variation of liquid sump depths of an AA2219 billet with a
diameter of 880 mm cast by DC and the IEMS processes.
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segregation can be controlled by adjusting the casting electromagnetic
parameters, which means that the relative movement of solid and
liquid phases in the solid-liquid phase region can be affected during
the casting. It is natural convection caused by the temperature and
concentration gradients, also known as thermo-solutal nature melt
flow, in the traditional DC casting. The melt in the periphery cooled
faster than that in the bottom of the liquid sump, and there is a
temperature difference between the different portions of the billet.
Therefore, the lower-temperature melt at the periphery sinks along
the solidification front and forces the high-temperature melt liquid in
the center to rise to the hot top. At the same time, the solute-rich
liquid is brought to the liquid sump and mixed with the bulk liquid
from the hot top, and then the composition of the Cu alloy element is
enriched when the melt in this portion of the billet begins to solidify.
Meanwhile, the same solute-lean floating grains may sink into the
bottom of the liquid sump, which resulted in coarse grains and
negative segregation in the central portion of the billet. At the end of
solidification, the shrinkage-induced flow causes negative segregation
in the central portion of the billet too (Nadella et al., 2008). The result
of macrosegregation at this position is determined by the combined
action of the aforementioned ways. In the casting of a large-sized
AA2219 billet, the thermo-solutal nature of convection plays a major
role in the formation ofmacrosegregation.With the application of the
IEMS process, the direction of melt flow changes and is enhanced
into an intensive rotational flow, and the liquid sump becomes
shallower and flatter. The solute is well mixed due to stirring
action and the thermo-solutal nature of melt flow in the slurry
zone is suppressed in the presence of the IEMS process. And the
positive segregation in the billet is compensated and then reversed to
the slight negative segregation. However, when the current increased
to 42 A, the stronger forced flow facilitated the penetration of the
solute-rich liquid coming from the central part of the sump to the
edge, which strengthened the contribution of shrinkage-induced flow
and floating grains. By increasing the applied current frequency, the
results show that the area of negative segregation decreases to some
extent, which is very important for the high quality of the billet.
Further experimental trials are going to be conducted to confirm this
effect and understand its mechanism.

CONCLUSION

The IEMS process can significantly refine the grain size, improve
the microstructure uniformity, and control the macrosegregation
of the large-sized 2219 aluminum alloy billet in DC casting. A set
of relevant experimental trials have been carried out to

demonstrate the effect on grain refinement and
macrosegregation control. The intensity of melt flow driven by
the internal electromagnetic field plays a great role in the
formation of grain structure. A refinement of the grain size
and more homogeneous distribution in the grain size on the
large-sized AA2219 billet as the current intensity increases.
Compared with the traditional DC casting, the IEMS process
reverses the positive segregation in the center of the billet into
slight negative segregation, but with the increase of the current
intensity, it induces a more severe negative segregation. The IEMS
process with proper parameters can provide a feasible method to
control the macrosegregation for the preparation of large-sized,
high-quality aluminum alloy billets with a fine and uniform grain
structure.
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